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ttad, m. a bullock ; sg. dat. dadas, 66.
dod, m. milk, 38; d8da-s/mru, a milk-child, a suckling, 7(X
r/0W*, adv. continually, alwayss 79.   In modern Kashmiri dod1.
dag, f. a blow,, 84 ; pain of a blow, hence, pain generally ; the
pangs of love, 105 ; sg. dat. or pi. nom. with emph. y,
dagay, ? for dagiy, 84.
<?aA9 m. smoke, 97.
flah, card, ten ; pi. dat. clahan, 95 ; dohu, m. a group of ten, sg..
abl. daJii  m. c. dahe, 105.    There are ten organs (five of
sense, and five of action), see yund*;  and ten vital airs,
of which five are principal and five are secondary, seeprdn, 2.
deh or (58) dih, m. a body, the human body (of flesh and
blood, as opposed to the spirit), 28, 58, 101; kodeh, a vile
body, 7; sg. dat. dikas, 58; gen. (f. sg. dat.) dehacti, 101.
ddli, m. a day, daytime, 44, 98; K. Pr. 18; pi. the days (as in
* the days of yore'), 91; do A Imtum, the day came to an end
for me, the day expired and night fell, 44, 98 ; K. Pr. 18 ;
dok-den bar an, they will pass the daytime of each day, 92 ;
pi. nom. dak, 91.
dikhy see dyimu.
dal, m. a group, a collection, in nddi-dal, the collection (i. e.
totality) of the tubes in the body that convey the vital airs,
80. See nadi.
dil, the heart, K. Pr. 56, 57; dil dyunu, to give heart,
encourage, K. Pr. 46 (the corresponding L. V. 100 has dam,
breath); sg. gen, dUuku^ K. Pr. 57, (m. sg, dat.) dilakis,
K. Pr. 56.
dol*9 m. the front skirt of a garment; pi. nom. daft trov^mas,
I spread out my skirts before him, i.e. I knelt before him
and meditated on him, 49.
dam, 1, m. vital air, breath of life, breath; suppression of the
breath as a religious exercise; the time occupied in taking
a breath, a very short time, a moment; dam karun, to
practise suppression of the breath, 4; dam dynnu, to give
breath (to a bellows ; the corresponding K. Pr. 46 has dil,
heart), 100; to suppress breath, and also to give forth
breath, to shout, threaten, 101 (a double meaning); damdh,
a single breath, hence, as adv. for a moment, for a short
time; gradually, 4 (both meanings are applicable); damiy
* . . damiy, at (or for) one moment ... at (or for) another
moment, 96, 97 ; K. Pr. 47.
dam, 2, m. self-restraint, in the phrase shem to- dan, quietude
and self-restraint, 29; sg. abl. shema dama, 63.
dima, see dywiu.
damnn, m. a pair of bellows; sg. dat. da-manas, K. Pr. 46 ;
da-man-lasta-) L the leathern bag that forms the body of

